Live or VOD, One-ToOne or One-To-Many:
How To Navigate Video
Convergence

Executive Summary
Why convergence? Why now?

Why Read This Whitepaper

video platform.

Video usage at your organization is almost certainly
soaring. But the different video tools and platforms
used across the organization for all the different use
cases may not have been chosen to strategically
work together, and now the increased usage may
be introducing new challenges. As video platforms
have expanded to cover a greater number of uses,
and many uses that were once separate have
converged, many companies are now looking to
reduce the total number of video solutions they use.

Key Takeaways
•

Video technologies have converged on multiple
axes: live to video-on-demand, one-to-one
communication to one-to-many broadcasting,
internal to external usage. Where you once
needed different technologies to handle different
points of the spectrum, it’s increasingly possible
to cover the entire continuum with fewer
platforms.

•

Using too many different video technologies has
an impact:

•

•

More vendors bring more cost and
complexity.

•

The increase in video meetings at every
size has brought confusion as to which
tool to use for which meeting; employees
(and executives!) often want to use the tool
they’ve become used to, even if they’re
dramatically changing the type of meeting.

•

When employees are not given official access
to easy-to-use tools, they’ll often quickly turn
to free consumer tools instead…with the
resulting headache for IT.

•

Content created for one specific purpose gets
trapped in siloes, leading to duplication and
confusion.

As use cases continue to blend together,
consider choosing video platforms that satisfy
more than one requirement, so your organization
can consolidate video operations on a single
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Introduction
As video use has exploded due to social distancing,
technologies that had been considered nice-to-have
have suddenly become mission-critical. Overall, the
number of technology stacks used by the average
business had increased to the point of becoming
unsustainable. Now, companies are under increased
pressure to choose products that cover significantly
wider numbers of use cases. It’s no longer practical
for different departments or business units to be
using different non-compatible platforms from each
other, or using different platforms for different use
cases.
Employees now use video regularly and heavily.
Companies with multiple platforms – for chat,
townhalls, learning & development, customer
experience, and so on – find themselves struggling
to keep up with the constant updates and
soaring usage driven by the accelerated digital
transformation.

Would you rather watch
pre-recorded videos at
a time that suits you or
attend scheduled sessions?

10%
Pre-recorded, but I’d
feel less involved

58%
Attend scheduled
meetings

A recent report* emphasized how much video has
become part of our working culture, and in how
many ways:
•

42% of employees would rather have flexible
video options – such as pre-recorded messages –
in addition to scheduled virtual meetings.

•

Nearly 60% believe that pre-recorded video
messages are the best way to welcome new
employees.

•

68% want remote work options for the future.

The change in how we now rely on video just
emphasizes the number of different tools employees
expect – from video conferences to pre-recorded
sessions to casual VOD welcome videos. Leaving
each department to choose video tools on its own is
no longer sustainable.

14%
18%

I’d prefer video
messages, and
less meetings

Pre-recorded
videos for flexibility

*See The Role of Video in the New Normal: Kaltura Data Report
2020
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Lines Of Convergence
There are several factors differentiating the kinds of video services currently available.

When Are They Watching?
VOD

Simulive

Why do companies want
video on demand?
Video is one of the most information-dense,
engaging ways we have to communicate. Creating
an archive of video on demand makes it easy for
colleagues to collaborate, share knowledge, get
training, and receive corporate messaging, especially
when working from home. By offering recordings in
an enterprise-grade video portal that can be securely
accessed at any time, from any authorized device
anywhere in the world, companies can empower
their employees to search out information whenever
and wherever they need it.

Common uses for on-demand video:
•

Learning courses and interactive training

•

Informal/just-in-time training

•

Company podcasts

•

Employee onboarding

•

Video reference library

•

Team-building exercises

•

Employee-generated content

What's the difference
between "live broadcast" and
"real-time communications"?
"Real-time communications" is primarily used where
individuals, or groups of individuals, would like to
have a video conversation with one another. This
is often referred to as one-to-one or many-to-many

Live Broadcast

Real-time
Communications

streaming. "Live broadcast", on the other hand, is
primarily used for instances where the presenter
(including any additional media, such as slides,
Q&A, polling, etc.) is streamed out to large numbers
of viewers. This is often referred to as one-to-many
streaming.

Why do companies
want live video?
Live events have an immediacy and urgency that
gets people excited and engaged, and makes it
possible to create events on a global scale. Now that
large gatherings are essentially impossible, live video
is replacing everything from routine meetings to full
company townhalls to international conferences.
With live video, it doesn’t matter if there’s a little
delay, because no one will notice. The lag is worth
the ability to broadcast to an enormous audience
without loss of quality.

Common uses for live video:
•

Company townhalls and events

•

Executive communications

•

Product launches

•

Sales kickoffs

•

Best practices lectures

•

Crisis management

•

Industry conferences

•

Live events
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Why do companies
want real-time
communications?

possible. When one or a few people are broadcasting
to a large audience, the benefits of live broadcast
outweigh those of real-time communications.

With real-time communications, participants can
have actual conversations because there’s no
noticeable lag. This works best with smaller, more
participatory groups:

A subset of live broadcast is simulive, which is when
prerecorded content is streamed live, and is often
used for high production value content to create
the sense of a special event. This allows a perfectly
edited, polished recording to still generate the
excitement of a fully live event, such as when a
company records a virtual conference panel in
advance. The boundaries between various forms of
live video are blurring.

•

Training sessions

•

Webinars

•

Routine meetings

Where are we now?
Until recently, in general, creating a searchable,
sustainable library of VOD content, creating a
large-scale live broadcast with a good user
experience, and hosting a video conferencing
session generally required at least three entirely
different platforms.

VOD
Video on demand is usually managed through a
video portal or platform. On the consumer side,
examples of this would be YouTube or Vimeo. On the
corporate level, many companies prefer to create
their own video portal based on an enterprise video
platform.

Simulive

However, live and real-time platforms have typically
not had the level of control and management of a
video platform, making it hard to navigate, discover,
and manage permissions on the resulting recordings.
Meanwhile, moving recordings to the video portal so
VOD content can be managed in one place is often
stymied by proprietary file formats.

Where are we heading?

Live and real-time video have abruptly become
default tools for enterprise, suddenly overwhelming
video recordings as a preferred mode. While many
meetings and webcasts do not need to be kept for
posterity, the increased use of flex time to cover
caretaking responsibilities and replace commutes
Real-Time Communications
means than many employees would like to catch
On the other extreme is real-time communications.
up on live events later. Meanwhile, event hosts
This is what we’re used to for video conferencing —
are increasingly frustrated by needing to change
where there’s very little delay (fractions of a second)
platforms for different types and sizes of meeting.
between someone speaking and the viewers hearing. Expect event organizers to demand to be able to
Unfortunately, real-time video has some drawbacks. use the same platform for any meeting, regardless
It’s not scalable to large numbers of viewers, and
of size. At the same time, expect to see more of
viewers with low bandwidth (or who live in low
automatically converting the recordings of these
bandwidth areas) will get a bad viewing experience.
events into VOD that can be found in the same
portal as VOD-only content. As both VOD, live
Live Broadcast
broadcast, and real-time communications become
That’s why webcasting is typically used for hosting
more routine, a full video platform — that offers not
live events that can be broadcast, whether internally just a repository or a live video tool, but an entire
or externally, to a widely spread audience. With live
video stack from video creation, live broadcast,
broadcast, the video stream is typically broadcast
and real-time communications through editing,
with a delay of about 20-30 seconds between the
management, and storage, into delivery — is
time of the presenter speaking and the time it is
becoming increasingly necessary.
received by the viewer. The resulting stream has
an adaptive bitrate, meaning that no matter the
bandwidth, each viewer will have the best experience
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Are They Watching Or Participating?
1-to-1 chat

Web conferencing

Webinars

Webcasting

Why do companies want small Why do companies want mass
video meetings?
webcasts?
Even in today’s technically-oriented world, humans’
brains are still wired to build relationships face to
face. So much information is lost in text or even
voice-only communications. The overwhelming
surge in video conferencing replacing informal
in-person activities bears this out. Video chat and
conferencing allows for full interactions between all
the participants.

On the other hand, just because a particular
message needs to be shared with a lot of people at
once doesn’t mean that the personal touch isn’t still
needed. It makes a big difference when audiences
can look into the eyes of the person delivering the
message.

Common uses for one-to-one or fewto-few video communications:

•

Executive addresses

•

Corporate events

Literally everything we used to do in person,
including:

•

Press conferences

•

New product launches

•

Team meetings

•

Big marketing events

•

Happy hours

•

Live events

•

Job interviews

•

Sales negotiations

•

Mentoring

•

Water cooler chat

Why do companies want
webinars?
There’s a point in between the small group and the
massive broadcast, where not everyone is going
to speak, but a fair amount of participation is still
beneficial.
Common uses for webinars:
•

Marketing webinars

•

Virtual classrooms

•

Team events (like a kick-off or training)

Common uses for one-to-many video
communications:

Where are we now?
Using video for real time communications brings a
personal touch that text or voice-only lacks. Before
the pandemic, most people’s experience with
video communications had been limited to an
occasional chat on their phone with their friends and
family. Now, YouTube is full of parody songs about
the relative merits of wearing pants on the video
call. When everyone has their own opinions on their
favorite video app, IT has a harder job in declaring
an official platform. However, enterprises have
concerns beyond those of commercial users. A need
to support many different kinds of meetings also
requires some forethought because of the different
needs. How big a group can be supported and how
interactive the format is varies quite a bit. In general,
smaller groups allow for more interactivity, while
larger groups tend to be arranged in a one-to-many
broadcast format, but there’s increasing overlap.
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One-to-One and Few-to-Few
Early one-to-one video tools like Skype treated
video calls more like phone calls. However, for most
enterprises (and even in our personal lives), we’ve
moved past that. At this point, most companies
need and expect a few more options for small group
videos, including the ability to invite people from
outside the system, record the call, share screens,
and more. Now that web conferencing is replacing
many in-person activities, we expect them to be
highly interactive and collaborative. Everyone in
the call not only wants to hear and see each other,
they expect to be able to share media, whiteboards,
notes, and more. The point of a video meeting is
interaction.

Webinars
The borders between a large meeting and a small
webinar are porous. The definition is often less the
number of people and more how much people
can interact. There are usually only one or a few
presenters, sharing a combination of audio, video,
slides, and screenshares, and the majority of the
attendees are in the audience. Most of the interaction
tends to be through Q&A. But presenters might want
everyone to take polls, draw on the whiteboard, and
so on. They may also want the ability for people to
raise their hands and be called upon to share their
video, but not to be onstage all the time. To support
this interaction, webinars are usually done in real
time.

Webcasting
Webinars and webcasting also have definitions that
vary a bit and can shade into each other. More often,
webinars can be done as a lower-key production
with a smaller team, such as monthly marketing
events or customer office hours, while webcasts are
more formal events involving higher production
values and often larger audiences. Webcasts are
usually a live broadcast, with a slight delay to allow
for their greater scalability. In a webcast a video
stream (or set of streams) goes out and viewer
participation is instead limited to text-based Q&A
and mass polls, usually without the ability to bring
members of the audience “on-stage” or to allow
them to draw on the screen. These can support
viewership of thousands or even hundreds of
thousands.

Where are we heading?
Here, too, people are increasingly looking for tools
that will span a wider range instead of needing
multiple platforms for different sized groups.
Fortunately, it’s increasingly possible to cover
all needs with a single live stack. Small meetings
can have the same possibilities for easy recording,
storage, analytics, and interactivity tools as webinars.
Meanwhile, webcasting to hundreds of thousands
is now possible from a home desktop, without
professional equipment, with speakers using the
same familiar interfaces they used for their small
team meetings. While larger groups tend to be
arranged in a one-to-many broadcast format, but
there’s increasing overlap.
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Who’s Watching?
Internet

Extranet

Why do companies want a
video portal on their intranet?
Video used to be the sole domain of marketing,
but that’s long behind us now. Many of the
videos being produced internally are never
intended to be seen by the outside world. Having
a secure video portal that can’t be accessed
by clients or competitors makes it possible to
share information in a scalable way without
worrying about it falling into the wrong hands.

Intranet

to product demos need to be easy for prospective
customers to access, and for the marketing team
to keep updated. But today’s clients and partners
need more than just that. Video tutorials show
how to use products in basic and innovative ways,
recruiting videos help attract new talent, and video
investor calls bring needed transparency to public
companies. The possibilities are limitless.

Common uses for external-facing
videos:
•

Marketing

Common uses for internal-facing video:

•

Customer education

•

Sharing best practices

•

Inspiration

•

Tutorials on internal processes

•

Recruiting

•

Internal meetings

•

Investor relations

•

Building company culture

•

Employee training

Why do companies want a
video portal on an extranet?
Not all video content that needs to be available to
external parties is appropriate for the general public.
An extranet allows for posting videos externally that
can still only be accessed by authenticated users.

Common uses for video on an extranet:
•

Partner communications

•

Customer training

Why do companies want a
video portal on the internet?
Video is clearly one of the best ways to attract and
convert leads. Everything from introductory videos
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Where are we now?
Right now, much of the duplication and overlap
comes from video being used in different siloes.
Different departments have wildly different
audiences, and the tools created specifically for
them often cannot be easily used for an alternate
audience. For example, HR speaks entirely to an
internal audience, while Marketing focuses on
external.
Factors like authentication, registration, and different
metrics often keep them from sharing tools. Video
intended entirely for an internal audience can be
delivered on the intranet through an internal video
portal. With users already logged in, managing
who can see what (using existing permissions sets)
and tracking who actually watched what (through
analytics tied to single-sign on) is easy.
Video intended for an external audience can require
authentication or not, depending on how it’s being
used. Videos can be posted for the world at large to
see, such as on YouTube or the company homepage.
On the other hand, using video for lead generation,
such as for a webinar, usually requires registration so
that viewer information can be gathered or tracked.
There’s a gray area between such as when
organizations want to share video with partners or
customers only. Here, an extranet becomes useful.
An authenticated portal that is nonetheless outside
the company allows information to be shared
securely with non-employees.

Where are we heading?
Managing two or even three different video portals
becomes challenging. Not only is there the overhead
of supporting multiple platforms, sharing content
between the platforms can be a headache. (For
example, a new product launch video might be
useful for internal kick-offs, reseller training, on
the product’s main webpage, for sales emails, and
during a webinar. That single video could have to be
copied in up to five different repositories). Having
a single video portal that can handle both internal
and external use cases will significantly reduce
complexity. It also makes it much easier to manage
and track analytics in one place and at scale.
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Any Meeting, Any Size
The Kaltura Video Cloud powers any video, real or
on-demand. We support any meeting or event, at
any size. Then close the loop with an internal or
external video portal for all your live and on-demand
needs, from video creation through to analytics.
With integrations with all the software you already
use and APIs to build your own customized solution
into your existing workflows, Kaltura offers one
centralized video solution, however your needs
converge.

Kaltura MediaSpace™ Video Portal
- Build your own private YouTube™ with Kaltura
MediaSpace™ Video Portal, the market-leading
rich media portal for every use-case. With the
MediaSpace Video Portal, users can securely create,
upload, share, search, browse, and watch live,
real-time, and on demand videos, presentations,
webcasts, and other rich media content, anytime,
anywhere. MediaSpace provides a superb
cross-device user experience, unmatched user
engagement capabilities, video creation and editing,
and powerful control and governance tools.
Learn more

with customers, or working as a task force – Kaltura
Meetings will help you work better together.
Learn more

Kaltura Townhalls - Easily broadcast with
confidence any event of any size, whether for
departmental meetings, town-halls, or international
conferences. From live streaming to automatic VOD
recordings, self-serve to full white glove production
services, corporate communications to customer
and partner events — Kaltura offers you a flexible
and reliable end-to-end solution for all your live
broadcasting needs, with an eCDN you can trust. You
can even leverage Townhalls' robust architecture to
extend your Video Conferencing solution, including
Zoom, Webex and more to an unlimited audience.
Learn more

Kaltura Personal Capture - Kaltura Personal
Capture combines painless recording, automated
publishing, and interactive viewing to enable easy
video capture in class, at the office, at home, or onthe-go. Learn more

Kaltura Pitch - With Kaltura Pitch, easily create
personalized video messages that grab your
recipients’ attention. Then, track exactly when your
targets watch your videos. Learn more

Kaltura Meetings - Launch engaging realtime collaboration spaces in a click. With an
interactive whiteboard, shared notes, chat, and
shared content playlist, online meetings are not
only efficient, they’re fun! Collaboration spaces
are always available, so you can come back to the
conversation exactly where you left off. Whether
you’re brainstorming, conducting weekly meetings
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About Kaltura
Kaltura’s mission is to power any video experience for any
organization. Kaltura is the leading video cloud, powering the
broadest range of video experiences. Kaltura’s products are used by
thousands of global enterprises, media companies, service providers
and educational institutions, engaging hundreds of millions of
viewers at home, at work, and at school. For more information,
visit http://www.corp.kaltura.com or contact us at https://corp.kaltura.com/
company/contact/.

